
 

Vroom has a complicated history:   
 
In 1986, in his spare time, Daniel McRae created a game for the Sinclair QL called Vroom.  
It was well received and he says later it took him 6 months to develop it: programming in 
68000. The game was released by a small French publisher called PYRAMIDE who special-
ized in QL games.  Due to the shortage of games available on the QL, it sold pretty well in 
the UK (3,200 units).  But never mind the shortage of games, hardly anyone bought a QL 
so anything reaching four figures must have been good. 
 
Daniel later bought an Atari ST as soon as they were available— with the express purpose 
of creating Vroom for it.  This was 1986.  Some four years later (programming part time 
remember) he wasn’t happy with it, it just wasn’t performing as he wanted and as was the 
’thinking’ at the time, games had gone beyond one-man work.  Thankfully he didn’t give 
up and he contacted LANKHOR the game publisher (created in 1987 by the merging of 2 
very small studios, BJL LANGLOIS and KILKHOR).  He contacted them because Langlois was 
in fact Jean-Luc Langlois, the guy who used to work at the now defunct Pyramide.  They 
agreed to co-produce and co-publish VROOM (note we’re now in all caps).  By now it was 
1990 and Daniel Macre became an employee of Lankhor. 
 
Daniel describes Jean-Luc LANGLOIS as “a very good programmer “ and says that he 

basically had to re-write or massively optimise the graphics such as 3D buildings and 

the road generation.  Plus Jean-Luc developed the “Very good sound of VROOM”. 

 

In an interview with Maarten Martens* in 2002, Daniel confirmed how they achieved 

the massive feeling of speed…”The speed comes from the over-optimization of display 

functions. The way the ST is addressing the video memory is very poor and you have 

to be very maniac to find optimization tricks. Take the scrolling background. I remem-

ber that I had optimized it a lot but afterwards, Jean-Luc managed to speed it up by a 

factor of 2, which I thought was not possible.“ 

 

VROOM was released for Atari ST in October 1991 and after six months translation, it 

was released for the Commodore Amiga.  After that it was converted to the Sega Mega 

Drive and published as ‘F1’ by Domark. The Mega drive version was extremely faithful 

and brilliantly added a split screen option (and tyre/fuel/wing adjustments).  It kept 

the brilliant control mechanism and manual gears.  It also featured the FIA license but 

didn’t make very good use of it. 

 

Soon after for Atari ST, Amiga came a game called simply VROOM Multiplayer. Pos-

sibly only released in France.  Yes the same game as the Megadrive conversion but 

looking slightly better. VROOM 3 (as we will refer to it) featured split screen racing...

very well done but was the same game as earlier.  Vroom 3 also made an appearance 

on PC (called Vroom). VROOM 3 is not to be confused with the GameGear or Master 
System game called F1).     
 
To complicate matters, Domark wanted to publish an F1 game for Amiga/ST using their 
F1 license.  So they re-badged VROOM Multiplayer and launched in the UK with facility to 
choose your team and driver. 
 
Then there was a data disk with more tracks.   
 
In 1994 Kawasaki Superbike Challenge (game 4) was released for Megadrive.  Basically 
this was Vroom with a motorbike.  It didn’t quite feel right.  Later in 1995 the SNES ver-
sion arrived. All the foregoing games were developed by Lankhor and published by Lank-
hor or Domark. 
 
In late 1993 another VROOM game (game 5) was released under the title F1 World Cham-
pionship Edition.  This was for Amiga and Megadrive and was programmed by a com-
pany called Peakstar.  It had 16 circuits (lots more than before) and real teams & drivers, 
from the 1994 season plus new options and menus. The music was a subtle rendition of 
‘No Limit’ from 2Unlimited!  Without Lankhor at the wheel though, they just didn’t quite 
get it.  The game may look the same but it played different—it was less satisfying.  Less 
VROOM.  In fact this game was given away for free in 1996 on an Amiga magazine 
coverdisk. 
 
And that’s the rather sad end of Vroom.  Lankhor went on to produce a few more F1 
games before they were closed by Eidos who bought them...1999 Official Formula one 
racing and much later the same year F1 World Grand Prix (Also on Playstation).  Neither 
received critical acclaim, and most punters were playing either the Sony or EA F1 game on 
their playstation or the Geoff Crammond F1 games. 
 
 
* Maarten Martens from a website called ST Graveyard. 

Late in the Amiga history (1992), Vroom  from Lankhor was released.  By then the machine 
had a great Sprite racer—Lotus Challenge.  A Great Simulation F1GP and this game plugged 
and sealed entirely any gap between the two.  Well it would have done if anyone had even 
heard of it.  The magazines in the UK didn’t even bother to review it. Lankhor the French 
company published themselves and doubtless seem to have failed to get the game any UK 
publicity.  This is contrary to it’s domestic market where it even appeared on television 
hosting a multiplayer split-screen racing game.  I have to put my hand up here and say the 
first I knew of this game was when a copy was pushed into my hands.  And whilst pirate 
games usually get little time to impress– this one made a great impression.   
 

Audio was as good as Indy500 (high praise).  With really great handling, lots of big hills and 
dips and a brilliantly implemented analogue acceleration from a digital input, it was simply 
sublime.  Nothing could touch it in it’s day.  Multiplayer Linkup, sim physics, working mir-
rors and plenty of diverse tracks (hills, narrow bits, tunnels) was the cherry on the cake.   
 

But (a BUT which deserves it’s own paragraph) it’s biggest USP was it’s ability to hold a silky 
smooth and extremely fast frame rate.  This game had thumb blistering, eye watering, teeth 
gritting speed, even on my regular 1MB Amiga 500. And that’s what makes it great.   
 

Although no-one spared a second thought to this at the time of release, the game wasn’t 
actually a polygonal game—despite what it looks like.  The cars, track, background and 
even some game objects are sprites, but things like tunnels, pit stops, bridges etc are in 
fact full 3D and because the tracks dips and curve so convincingly, it’s a very fine line be-
tween the two and frankly doesn’t matter.  This does however explain the speed of the 
game compared to say F1GP. 
 

VROOM tracks were only about three cars wide—very narrow compared to most games.  In 
later versions there was a ‘turbo’ mode which made all items in the game smaller—thus 
making it easier to play. 
 

This fights very hard for top spot in the 16-bit best home racer competition. Better than 
F1GP?  Maybe.  And for such a little known game, it has quite a history!   
 

This is the throttle gauge—joystick up 
pushed the throttle up more so you could 
vary your acceleration from your digital input. 

Top to Bottom:   QL Vroom, Amiga VROOM, Amiga VROOM, 
MegaDrive F1 split screen racing 

Top to Bottom:  PC DOS Vroom split screen, Megadrive F1 
(normal mode), Megadrive Turbo Mode (small cars!), Bastard 
child, F1 WCE. 


